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CUTTING FROZEN GROUND WITH DISC SAWS 

by 

Malcolm Mellor 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years large diameter drag-bit disc saws have been developed in the U.S. for 
cutting concrete, asphalt, frozen soils, and the weaker rocks. They have found application 

in precise cutting of utility trenches in pavements and in seasonally frozen ground, and in 
sawing of_expansion joints in concrete slabs. So far they have not. won general acceptance, 
largely because of rapid wear on the cutting teeth in the harder and more abrasive materials. 

In the Soviet Union a number of disc saw attachments have been developed for heavy 

tractors, and it appears that cutting of frozen ground has been a primary motivation. 
Mashokov et al. (1973) and Vedenev et al. (1973) describe some of the more recent devel

opments for frozen ground. One model consisted of a 2.2-m-diameter saw mounted on an 
ETU-354 ditch digger; it had a depth capability of 0.8 m Gudged to be too little) and a 

worldng rate of 12.5 to 87.5 m/hr (0. 7 to 4.8 ft/min) in frozen soiL A bigger type of 

machine was developed by attaching 3-m-diam saws to ETR-141 and ETR-161 ditchers in 
place of the usual bucket wheels; two types of mining machine teeth were tried at different 
spacings, and the better arrangement of the_ two gave working rates of 54 to 266 m/hr .(3 to 

14.5 ft/min) in frozen soil with a depth of 1.3 m (4.3 ft} and a slot width of 0.16 m (6.3 

in;). Linear tool speed was 8.8 m/sec ( 1732 ft/min), which is high by comparison with 

typical drag-bit machines. A double disc saw was mounted on an ETU-353 excavator be
hind a T-1 00 tractor: its discs were 2.3 min diameter and cut two parallel slots, each 

0.1 m (4 in.) wide and 1 m {3.3 ft} deep, at a speed of 60 m/hr (3.3 -rt/min). 

Pobezhaev{l974) gave some mechanical details of a disc saw mounted on a T-100 tractor 
for work in frozen ground. Maximum cutting depth was 1.2 m (3.9 ft) and 1;utting width 

was 0.14 m (5.5 in.). The machine was apparently capable of advancing at 40 m/hr (2.2 ft/ 
min), and cutting cost was estimated as 0.6 ruble/ni 3

. 

Volkova (I 974) described a ca:ble~layer disc saw consisting of a separate unit towed on 

rubber tires behind a crawler tractor. Cutting depth was given as 1.3 m (4.3 ft), with a cut 

. width of0.25 to 0.26 m{IO in.). Cutting rate in frozen soil was 180 m/hr (9.8 ft/min). 
The cutting wheel appeared {from a photograph) to have relatively few cutters {about 20), 
but each cutter appeared to be a massive chisel. 

If frozen ground can be cut rapidly and economically by large saws, many engineering 

tasks will be greatly simplified. First of all, there are direct requirements for slots or narrow· 

trenches, e.g. in the laying of cables or small-diameter pipes. Deep, narrow slots can also be 

used for emplacinglinear charges of bulk explosive in granulated, prilled or slurried form, 
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and they can be used to control explosive excavation, e.g. in avoiding lateral overbreak 

during trench blasting. For general-purpose excavation, specific energy consumption can 

be minimized by cutting parallel slots and breaking out the intervening ribs of uncut 

material with blades, rippers, buckets, or explosive. In the Soviet Union, trenches are 

sometimes excavated in frozen ground by sawing parallel slots with either disc or chain 

saws and then breaking the kerf with explosives (Rozhkov 1973). 

The object of the.CRREL test program ~as to:.evah,tate.{J.S. commercial disc saws, to 

consider exploratory development for better performance, and to investigate operating 

procedures for use of disc saws in general~purpose excavation of frozen ground. 

TEST MACHINES 

At the time the test program was initiated there appeared to be only two manufacturers 

of la:rge disc saws in the .U.S.; both making fairly small machines adapted from-conven.tional 

boom-and-chain trenchers. The heavieSt model offered by each manufacturer was. selected 

for testing. The heavier of the two machines, the Vermeer T-600, mounted a 7-ft-diam 

wheel on a crawler carriage, the whole rig weighing about J 7,000 lb (Fig . .1 ). The other 
. -ina chine, the Ditch Witch ES30 Earth Saw (Fig. 2), carried a wheel of approximately 7 ft 

diameter on_ a small rubber-tired R60 or R65 tractor, the wheel attachment weighing about 
2500 ·lb.~. One machine of each type was hired fr~rn an authorized de.aler after prior dis

cussion with the manufacturer, and~ a qmilifh!d o~erator washired with each rnachine .. 

The. Vermeer operated-in the first test season (1972) was a used T-600A machine that 
was in very good condition. The operator/mechanic was experienced,a~d highly competent, 

and he was accompanied by an experienced technical representative from the de_alership .. In 

the second test season (1973) the Vermeer machine was. an almost new T-600B. It was . 

operated by .a senior representative of the dealership. ,Although the Vermeer T-600 is offered 

with a "frost cutter" wheel, this version was not seriously considered as a contender for . 
excavation of deeply frozen ground, and both Vermeer test machines were equipped with 

the "rock cutter'' wheel. _The specifications of the teste~ machines :are. given in Table I. 

The Ditch Witch, ·which was used· only in the·1972 season, was a brand new machine 

consisting of the ES30 Earth Saw inourtted- on the :R60 tractor (the R65 is a slightly more 

powerful optional carrier): It was driven by a new dealer ~ho was highly experienced as a 

Pitch Witch mechanic, but who had not previously operated large disc.saws .. Specific_ations 

for :the machine_ are given in Table II. 

Both the Vermeer·and·the Ditch Witch were fitted with the standard bullet-type rock bits* 

in the 1972 tests (Fig. 3, 4, 5), and every effort was made· to clean and ·grease the bit blockst 

so as to permit easy rot~tion of th~ bits, which are claimed to be.self-sharpening . .Th~ Ditch. 

Witch had bitsmade. by a major U.S. manufacturer, while the Ve.rmeer had similar but more 

competitively priced bits made by a smaller company. In view of the poor _durability shown 

by these bit~, a completely new cutter system was developed for the 1973. tests, as described 

in a subsequent section of this report. 

Neither machine was fitted with gauge shoes to control cutting depth a~4 minimize vibra

tion.·. 

• Replaceable. rock-cutting tools that work by:shearing or chiseling are variously referred to as "bits;"' 
"picks," "teeth,"· or "cutters." . 
t The holders for replace·able teeth on mining machines are known variously in the industry as "sock~ts," 
"pockets," "boxes," "bosses," or ~'blocks." 
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Table L Specifications of Vermeer T-600 Rock Cutter. 

Model 

T-600A Rock Cutter (changes for T-600B shown in parentheses) 

Manufacturer 

Vermeer Manufacturing Company, Pella, Iowa 50219 

Supplier 

Vermeer Sales and Service, Inc., Castleton, New York 12033 

General dimensions 

Working length 
Working height 
Width 
Weight (approx) 

Engine 

Type 
Horsepower at governed rpm 
Displacement 
Torque 
Fuel capacity 

Cutter wheel 

Wheel diameter 
Rated cutting depth 
Cutting width 
Wheel thickness 
Cutting teeth 
Number of teeth 

Drive for cutter wheel 

16.7 ft 
8.2 ft 
7.1 ft (6.8 ft) 

17,000 lb (19,500 lb) 

GMC 3-53 diesel, 3 cylinder 
78@ 2325 rpm 
159in.3 

· 150 lbf-ft@ 2325 rpm 
2,8 gal. (30 gal.) 

7ft 
2.6 ft 
3.5 to 4.5"in. (4 to 5 in.) 
1 in. 
Bullet-type rock bits (special bits used on T-600B) 
130 

J 

Type 
Controls 

Chain drive from 12- (1 5-) gpm, 1500- (2000-) psi hydraulic motor 
Two lift cylinders, controls and wlieel shift operated from 6-gpm, 

Wheelspeeds affu_ll rpm 

Track system 

Type 

Track pads 
Track length 
Bearing pressure 
Creep speed with no load 
Travel speed (wheel not 
operating) at full rpm 

1500-psi hydraulic pump · 
1st gear 5 rpm {'7 rpm) 
2nd gear 15 rpm (14 rpm) 
3rd gear 20 rpm (26 rpm) 
4th gear 35 rpm (44 rpm) 
Reverse 5 rpm ( 6 rpm) 

Girderized crawler track with semi-cleated pads. Coil spring ten
sion, 9 or 11 rollers per track. 
12 or 15 in. (15 or 18in.) wide. 34 (37 or 43) pads per track 
8.1 ft (7.35 or 8.75 ft) 
7.8 or 6.2 psi (6.0 or 4.2 psi) 
0 to 26ft/min, hydraulic drive 
1st gear 48ft/min 
2nd gear 100ft/min 
3rd gear 184 ft/min 
4th gear 310 ft/min 
Reverse 39ft/min 
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Table II. Specifications of Ditch Witch ES30 Earth Saw. 

Model 

ES30 Earth Saw mounted on R60 Trencher. 

Manufacturer 

Charles Machine Works, Inc., Perry, Oklahoma 73077 

Supplier 

Ditch Witch North, Bethel, Vermont 05032 

General dimensions 

Working length 
Working height 
Width 
Approx gross weight 
Carrier weight (approx) 
Attachment weight (approx) 

Engine 

Type 
Horsepower 
Fuel capacity 

Cutter wheel 

Wheel diameter 
Rated cutting depth 
Cutting width 
Cutting teeth 
Number of teeth 

Drive for cutter wheel 

Type 
Control 

Carriage 

Type 
Creep speed 
Travel speed 

17.3 to 18.0 ft 
7.75ft 
5.3 ft 

8500lb 
6000lb 
2500lb 

Wisconsin V 460 
60 ~ 

15 gal. 

7ft 
2.7 ft 
4in. 
Bullet-type rock bits 
110 

Belt and chain drive, 4 forward speeds plus reverse. 
Two lift cylinders driven from 13-gpm, 1750-psi hydraulic pump. 

Four-wheel rubber-tired tractor with four-wheel drive 
0 to 36 ft/min, hydraulic drive 
Up to 15 mph 
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a. T-600A. 

b. T-600B. 

Figure 1. Vermeer T-600 Rock Cutter. 
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Figure 2. Ditch Witch ESJO Earth Saw on R60 Trencher. 

Figure 3. Cutter wheel of Vermeer T-600A. Note radial scour
ing bars for cleaning cuttings from slot. 
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a. Cutter wheel. 

b. Replaceable perimeter segment. 

Figure 4. Bullet-type teeth on Vermeer T-600. The bits on this machine were 
fitted to 10 replaceable perimeter segments. 

7 
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Figure 5. Cutter wheel of Ditch Witch ESJO. 

TEST SITES 

Two types of ground material were required for the basic tests: frozen fine-grained soil, 
preferably silt, and frozen gravel. Each material had to be well bonded by ice that was at, 
or near, saturation content. Finally, the depth of the frozen material had to exceed the 
maximum cutting depth of the machines so as to simulate permafrost. 

The selected test area was in West Lebanon, New Hampshire , on the property of Lebanon 
Crushed Stone, Inc. This area had a variety of natural soil types and reworked materials, it 
was conveniently located close to CRREL, and support facilities were available through the 
courtesy of the owning company. 

The prime objective was to prepare a site representing the most difficult type of ground 
condition for excavation, i.e. a compact, coarse, cobbly gravel completely frozen at satura
tion water content. A suitable site was found at the bottom of the main gravel pit, which 
had horizontal surfaces on two main levels. At that time the pit was deep and relatively 
narrow, £0 that the base received little direct sunlight in winter, and cold air could accumu
late with stable thermal stratification in calm weather. The base of the pit was at about the 
lowest elevation of the entire property, so that it received ample inflow of drainage water. 
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To accelerate frost penetration, the test site was kept free of snow by bulldozing after each 
snowfall. The winter of 1971-72 was abnormally warm, and by late January 1972 the 
gravel was only frozen to about 10 in. depth. However, onset of colder weather improved 
the situation and by late February the site was frozen to more than 28 in. depth. Test 
conditions in 1973 were similar, the gravel being frozen to a depth of 30.in. by the end of 
February. 

No special preparations were made for testing in frozen silt, as suitable conditions existed 
on a haul road where snow was either cleared or compacted by traffic. At this place the soil 
was a light sandy silt, well compacted at the surface, with a water content that was probably 
close to saturation (the main freezing period was preceded by rainfalls and intermittent 

, snowmelt in both years). The silt was frozen to a depth of 25 in. in 1972 and to almost 
30 in. in 1973. 

Two additional sites were used in 1973. A stratum of bouldery gravel in the West 
Lebanon pit was used for a "torture test," and a bed of fine-to-medium gravel in a pit near 
CRREL in Hanover, N.H., was used for demonstration cuts. The Hanover site was also 
used for measurements of traction force. 

TEST PROCEDURES IN 1972 

Both machines were taken first to the gravel site, where they began operation with new 
teeth. The operators were invited to familiarize thems~lves with the conditions before 
starting the tests. 

The tests in gravel were intended to determine the following: 

1. Maximum effective sumping depth 

2. Maximum traverse speed at different cutting depths 

3. Most effective wheel speeds 

4. Approximate specific energy consumption 

5. Tool wear 

After preliminary tests in gravel, both machines were taken to the silt site, where they 
operated with partly worn teeth. After a few test runs in silt, the Ditch Witch had to with
draw from further testing as its teeth were worn and no replacements were available. The 
Vermeer had its teeth completely replaced, and then underwept further testing in silt before 
it was transferred back to the gravel site for final tests there.' 

TEST RESULTS, 1972 

Maximum cutting depths in frozen silt were 33 and 32 in. for the Vermeer and Ditch 
Witch respectively. In frozen gravel, the maximum depth of cut achieved by the Vermeer 
was 28 in. and the. maximum depth achieved by the Ditch Witch was 12.5 in. 

Results of the cutting rate tests are given in Tables III-VI. These tables also give 
volumetric,excavation rates and overall specific energy consumption. 
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Table III. Performance of Vermeer T-600A in frozen gravel (1972). 

Machine: Vermeer T-600A 

Wheel diameter: 7ft 

Cut width: 4.25 in. 

Engine: 3-53 Detroit diesel rated at 78 hp 

Engine speed: 2300 rpin 

Depth of frozen layer: > 28 in. 

Nominal 
overall 
specific 
energy 

(in.) Gear 

Nominal 
wheel 
speed 
(rpm) 

Traverse 
speed 

(in.fmin) 

Volumetric 
excavation 

rate 
(ft 3 /min) (in.-lbffin. 3

) Remarks 

24 
24 
28 
28 
28 
24 
26 
26 
25.5 
25.5 
26 
12 
12 
12 
15.5 
15.5 

6 
28.5 
28 

3 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 

20 
15 
20 

,·20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
35 
35 
35 
35 
20 
20 

33 
24 
14 
18 
35 
37 
38 
33 
44.5 
41 
42 
66 
50 
82 
59 
48 

204 
63 
57 

1.95 
1.42 
0.965 
1.24 
2.41 
2.19 
2.43 
2.11 
2.79 
2.57 
2.69 
1.95 
1.48 
2.42 
2.25 
1.83 
3.01 
4.42 
3.93 

9.16 X 103 Fine dry cuttings 
1.26 X 104 Fine dry cuttings 
1.85 X 104 Fine dry cuttings 
1.44 X 104 Fine dry cu~tings 
7.41 X 103 Fine dry cuttings 
8.16 X 103 Fine dry cuttings 
7.35 X 103 Fine dry cuttings· 
8.46 X 103 Fine dry cuttings 

· 6.40 X 103 Fine dry cuttings 
6.95 X 103 Fine dry cuttings 
6.64 X 103 Teeth badly worn by this stage 
9.16 X 103 1 Water runnipg into slot-wheel cut-
1.21· X 104 

· ting wet. Bigger cuttings, with 
7.38 X 103 some pebbles coming out intact 
7.94 X 103 Cutting dry again 
9.76 X 103 Cutting dry again 
5.94 X 103 Fresh teeth 
4.04 X 10 3 Teeth badly damaged by previous 
4.55 X 103 run- 44 replaced 

Table IV. Performance of Ditch Witch in frozen graveL 

Machine: Ditch Witch ES30 on 
R60 trencher 

Engine: Wisconsin V460 rated 
at 60 hp 

Cut width: 4.5 in. 

Cutting 
depth 
·(in.) 

12.5 
12.5 
12.5 
12.5 
12.5 

Traverse 
speed 

Gear (in.fmin) 

3 30 
3 37 
3 36 
3 36 
3 38 . 

Depth of frozen layer: > 28 in. 

Volumetric 
excavation 

rate. 
(ft 3 fmin) 

0.977 
1.205 
1.17 
1.17 
1.24 

Nominal 
·overall 
specific 
energy 

(in.-lbifin. 3 ) 

1.40 X 104 

1.14 X 104 

1.17 X 104 

1.17 X 104 

1.11 X 104 

Remarks 



Cutting 
depth 
(in.) 

33.5 

33 

33 

33 

33 

10 
10.5 
17.5 
17 
32.5 
31 
32.5' 
32 
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Table V. Performance of Vermeer T-600A in frozen silt (1972). 

Machine: Vermeer T -600A Engine: 3-53 Detroit diesel rated at 78 hp 

Wheel diameter: 7ft Engine speed: 2300 rpm 

Cut width: 5 in~ Depth of frozen layer: 25 in. 

Gear 

4 

4. 

-3 

4 

4 

4 
4 
4 
4' 
4' 
4 
4 
4 

Nominal 
Nominal Volumetric overall 

wheel Traverse excavation speczfic· 
speed speed rate energy : 
(rpm) (in.jmin) (ft 3 jmin) (in. -lbffin. 3 ) Remarks 

35 93 9.~2 1.98 X 103 Teeth badly worn before test 
started 

35 67 6.40 2.79 X 103 · Teeth badly worn -before test 
started 

20 65 6.21 2.88 X 103 Teeth badly worn before test 
·started 

35 64 6.11 2.92 X 103 Teeth badly worn before test 
started 

35 65 6.21 2.88 X 103 Teeth badiy worn before test 
started . 

35 166 4.81 3.72 X 103 New teeth fitted 
35 147 4.47 3.99 X 103 

35 218 ' 11.03 1.62 X 103 

35 153 7.53 2.37 X 103 

35 144 13.55 ' 1.32 X 103 Rather dry sandy silt 
35. 215 19.30 9.25 X 10, Rather dry sandy silt 
35 228 21.45 8.32 X 10, 

35 216 io.oo 8.93 X 102 

Table VI. Performance of Ditch Witch 'in frozen silt. 

Macl:tine: Ditch Witch ES30 on 
R60 trencher 

Cut width: 5.4 in. 

Engine: Wisconsin V460 rated 
at 60 hp 

Depth of frozen layer: 25 in. 

Nominal 
Volumetric overall 

Cutting Traverse ·excavation specific 
depth speed rate energy 
(in.) Gear (in.jmin) (ft~·fmin) (in.-lbffin. 3 ) Remarks 

20 4 14 .0.87 L58 X l04 

32> 4 20 1.99 6.90 X 103 

32 4 14.5 1.44 9.51 X 103 

32 4 18 1.79 7.68 X 103 

32 4 20 1.99 6.?0 X 103 

32 3 31 3.09 4.45X 103 
20 3 91 5.66 2.43 X 103 

20 3 108 6.72 2.05 X 103 

20 3 80 4.98 2.76 X 103 

20 4 2'J 1.68 8.18X 1.0 3 

11 
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Machine operators were soon able to develop a "feel" for the best wheel speed. If the 
wheel speed was too low, cutting became jerky and the wheel tended to bounce, putting un
favorable loads on the cutters and bearings. This effect was rather more noticeable on the 
Ditch Witch, which was the lighter rig and which was also mounted on pneumatic tires. At 
greater cutting depths, both operators selected the lowest wheel speed consistent with 
smooth running, and this appeared to be 3rd gear for both machines when working in 
gravel. On the Vermeer, 3rd gear is supposed to give a wheel speed of 20 rpm. The corre
sponding conversion was not available for the Ditch Witch, but wheel speed looked higher 
than that of the Vermeer. 

For shallow cuts in gravel, the Vermeer operator selected 4th gear, which is supposed to 
give a wheel speed of 35 rpm. It might be noted that there are kinematic reasons for in
creasing wheel speed with decreasing cutting depth (Appendix A). The Vermeer operator 
was able to cut frozen silt to any depth in 4th gear, and this gear was his choice for cutting 
silt. However, performance ofthe Ditch Witch in silt improved significantly when it was 
dropped from 4th to 3rd. Again it should be noted that the Ditch Witch seemed to be some
what higher geared than the Vermeer. 

Tooth wear in frozen. gravel was very severe, with damage occurring after just a few 
revolutions of the wheel. Duripg the first gravel tests, teeth on the Vermeer were for all 
practical purposes worn out after 45 ft of cutting at 24-28 in. depth, i.e. after about 15 
minutes of operation. At the start of the second set of gravel tests, the Vermeer made a 
fast, shallow (6-in.) cut for one minute, and during the course of this cut struck a boulder, 
causing the wheel to bounce. As a result of this 44 teeth had to be replaced. The Ditch 
Witch teeth had bigger tungsten carbide caps on .the end, but wear and breakage in gravel 
were at least as bad as on the Vermeer -many teeth were broken and worn after 17 ft of 
C}:ltting at 12* in. depth. 

Tooth wear in frozen silt was chiefly by abrasion. The soft outer body of the tooth was 
ground away, sometimes in curious patterns, and the projecting carbide core was thus left 
unsupported. Cutting tests in frozen silt were not sufficiently protracted to establish a 
wear rate, but it seems likely that a set of teeth could go without replacement for at least 
several hundred feet. 

Patterns. of tooth wear clearly indicated that some teeth were doing virtually no work, 
while others bore the brunt of the attack. "Scalloped" abrasion patterns on the side of 
some teeth seemed to indicate incomplete cutting coverage. Many teeth obviously failed 
to rotate in their sockets, causing unsymmetrical wear, with little potential for self
sharpening. 

The Vermeer rrien considered the frozen gravel to be a tougher cutting proposition than 
almost any material they had previously encountered, including reinforced concrete. 

TEST PROGR~ FOR 1973 

The 1972 tests showed that existing disc saws had useful capabilities for cutting frozen 
ground, but the durability of standard cutting teeth appeared to be completely inadequate 
for heavy work in frozen gravels. Thus· the goal for work in 1973 was development of better 
cutting teeth. 
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Figure 6. Heavy drag bits fitted to Vermeer T-600 in second test season. Pick 

boxes were welded to 10 replaceable perimeter segments. 

13 
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Figure 7. Detail of Hoy parrot-beak pick as fitted to Vermeer 

T-600B for 19 73 tests. 

The mining research literature was surveyed, U.S. and foreign manufacturers of mining 
tools were canvassed, and the problem was studied analytically. This resulted in the selection 
of a particular style of heavy-duty parrot-beak pick, the Hoy bayonet pick number B200/ 
2/H3144, and in the design of an appropriate tooth-setting pattern. A set of perimeter 
segments for the Vermeer T-600 were made up with the new teeth, and tests were arranged. 

The first test for durability was made on two sections of road near Catskill, New York, 
where the local traprock aggregate had previously made sawing of concrete economically 
unattractive. Tests were then made on frozen ~ravel and frozen silt at Hanover and West 
Lebanon, New Hampshire. Test procedures were broadly similar to those employed in 1972, 
but additional measurements were made to determine the tractive thrust, or drawbar pull, 
of the carrier vehicle. 

The machine was also taken to a lake north of Hanover for a demonstration of ice cutting 
(Fig. 10). 
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Figure 8. Vermeer disc saw operating in frozen gravel. 
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Figure 9. Vermeer T-600B cutting concrete and asphalt. Note that a cable layer 
is fitted to the wheel. 

Figure 10. Vermeer T-600B cutting floating ice. The machine was able to cut 
18-in.-thick ice at maximum crawl speed (26ft/min) with no perceptible effort. 
A contractor recently made long cuts in lake ice with a Ditch Witch saw, aver-

aging 6. 7ft/min. 
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TEST RESULTS, 1973 

The cutting performance of the Vermeer T-600B with the new teeth is given in Tables 
VII-IX. These results show that the production rates were not much affected by the change 
of teeth, but the machine was able to cut to greater depth in frozen gravel with the new 
teeth .. However, the durability tests showed a dramatic improv~ment in tooth life. 

In the road-material tests at Catskill, the saw sumped-in to its maximum possible depth 
(3 in. greater than maximum rated cut depth) and began cutting veryihard material. The 
machine operator and the dealer estimated (on the basis of past wo~k_in the same material) 
that the standard bullet-bits would last for a linear distarice of 15 ft ± 3 ft under such 
conditions. After cutting for 28 ft, the machine was stopped and the new teeth were in
spected for wear and damage; no significant deterioration had occurred by that stage, but 
the relief faces of some of the carbides were showing wear. After 150 linear feet of cutting 
the teeth had developed definite wear-flats on the relief faces; the machine was still per
forming well, but maximum cutting speed had dropped by 30%. The machine was then 
moved to another section of road, where it continued to make demonstration cuts at 
shallower depths, slicing through the asphalt and concrete pavement but not penetrating 
the gravel base. After about 1600 linear feet of cutting, four teeth had been broken and 
the remaining teeth were well worn, although far from the stage at which a contractor 
would discard them. 

In the frozen gravel tests at West Lebanon the machine was deliberately pushed at maxi
mum speed through a bed of bouldery material, and under these conditions 13 teeth were 
broken over a linear distance of about 25ft. However, with the bullet-bits used in 1972, 

Table VII. Performance of modified Vermeer T-6008 in road materials (1973). 

Machine: Vermeer T-600B with Hoy 
parrot-beak picks 

Wheel diameter: 7.2 ft 

Cut width: 3. 7 in. 

Nominal 
Cutting wheel Traverse 
depth speed speed 
(in.) Gear . (rpm) (in.jmin) 

34 4 44 52 
34 4 44 49 
34 3 26 45 

Engine: 3-53 Detroit diesel rated at 78 hp 

Engine speed: 2300 rpm 

Material: Road pavement consisting of 4.5-in. surface layer 
of asphalt, 7 .5-in. layer of lightly reinforced concrete (trap
rock aggregate, 3

/ 8 in. rebar), deep base course of coarse 
frozen gravel. 

Nominal 
Volumetric overall 
excavation specific 

rate energy 
(/t 3 jmin) (in.-lbffin. 3 ) Remarks 

3.79 4.72 X 103 New picks 
3.57 5.01 X 103 

3.28, 5.45 X 103 Machine jerking, tracks scuffing 
34 2 14 not measurable Very jerky, frequent halts 
34 4 44 35 2.55 7.01 X 103 Steady rate after 30 ft of deep cutting 
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Table VIII. Performance of modified Vermeer T-6008 in frozen gravel (1973). 

Machine: Vermeer T-600B with Hoy parrot-beak picks Engine: 3-53 Detroit diesel rated at 78 hp 

Wheel diamete~: 7.2 ft Engine speed: 2300 rpm 

Cut width: 3.7 in. Depth of frozen layer: Approximately 30 in. 

Nominal 
Nominal Volumetric overall 

Cutting wheel Traverse excavation specific 
depth speed speed rate energy 
(in.) Gear (rpm) (in.fmin) (ft3 fmin) (in.-lbffin. 3 ) Remarks 

31 4 44 79 5.24 3.41 X 103 All-out test in compact gravel with 
·boulders of 1 0 in. diameter or more. 
Almost equivalent to cutting solid 
rock. 13 teeth broken in a few min-
utes of operation. 

30 total 4 44 55 3.53 5.06 X 103 Operating with broken teeth in cobbly 
(25 gravel. Some track slip. 
gravel, 5 
ice and 
fine soil) 
30 total 4 44 55 3.53 5.06 X 103 Second test under same conditions 
(25 produced identical results. 
gravel, 5 
ice and 
fine soil) 

30 4 44 61 3.92 4.56 X 103 Broken teeth replaced. Cobbly gravel. 
34 4 44 48 3.50 5.11 X 10 3 Good teeth. Fine gravel. Some slip in 

drive belts. 
34 4 44 60 4.37 4.09 X 103 After tightening belts. 
34 4 44 42 3.06 5.85 X 10 3 Fine gravel with ice topping. Some 

track slip. 

Table IX. Performance of modified Vermeer T-6008 in frozeri silt (1973). 

Machine: Vermeer T-600B with Hoy parrot-beak picks Engine: 3-53 Detroit diesel rated at 78 hp · 

Wheel diameter: 7.2 ft Engine speed: 2300 rpm 

Cut width: 3. 7 in. Depth of frozen layer: Approximately 30 in. 

Nominal 
Nominal Volumetric overall 

Cutting wheel Traverse excavation specific 
depth speed speed rate energy 
(in.) Gear (rpm) (in.fmin) ([t3 fmin) (in. -lbffin. 3 ) Remarks 

35.5 4 44 151 11.5 1.55 X 103 

35.5 4 44 168 12.8 1.40 X 103 

31 4 44 195 12.9 1.39 X 103 

31 3 26 120 7.97 2.24 X 103 

31 4 44 129 8.56 2.09 X 103 

30 4 44 164 10.5 1.70 X 103 

30 4 44 138 8.86 2.02 X 103 Some crushed stone in top foot of soil. 
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Table X. Drawbar pull of Vermeer T-6008 on vario~ ~orldng surf~ces. 
. ·. . . . . ~ . . . ' ... ' . . . . . 

• ~ • - : l '. • 

Mac~ine: Vermeer T-600~ (short track) 
M~chine weight: ",19;~(j61b ,,.· ... ,~ .. '"'.1"' 

Engine: 3-.S 3. Detroit diesel r,ated. at 7.8 hp 
·:, • .. '.: .. ": '·!::•:• ·M•I: 1"· .. ! , ··fi:·-•:•H~· · _;•:: .. · \.' .:. '., '·' '' .:.:. ., .. 
. Engipe s~e~d; _ 2_300 rp01 . . . . , , 

Dynamometer: BLH electrical resistance load ceU with. 
· Keithley 'digital voltmeter readout 

Ground surface 

Thin snow cover over frozen sand 
Thin snow cover over frozen sand 

· Thin snow cover over frozen sand 
Thin snow cover over frozen sand 
Thin snow cover over ice 
Thin s~ow cover over ice 
Thin snow cover over ice 

. Thin snow cover over ice 
. : ·Thin snow cover. over ice 
Mixtur~ of snow and dirt 
Mixture of snow and dirt 

· Mixture of snow and dirt 
Slush over thawing ice 
Slush ~ver thaWtng ice 
Slush over thawing ice 
Slush over thaWing ice· 
Slush over thawing ice . 
Slush _over thawing ice 
Frozen sandy silt lightly thawed on surface 
Frozen sandy-silt lightly ~hawed on surface 
Frozen sandy silt lightJy thawed on surface 

_ Frozen sandy silt lightly thawed on surface 
. Frozen sandy silt lightly thawed on surface 

Drawbar pull 
(lbf) 

5,910 
. 6,57.0 ' 

8,760 
10,960 

8,540 
7,450 
7,450 
7,670 .• 
6,350 
5,260. 

. _5,690. 
5,910 

:7,670 
-~·200 
9~640 
7,450 
8,liO 
6,790 

10,080· 
10,960 
12,050 
9~860. 
9,640 

Track speed: 9 to, .15 ft/min 
.. ' • • ' • : • • ~ :' j ~ • -

Drawbar coeffiCient.. . 
(drawbar pullfgross wt) · · · Remarks 

0.303 
0.337 
0;449-
0.562 
0.438 
0.382 Tracks slipping · 
0.382 
().393 Tracks slipping 
0.326 
0;270 
0.292 
0.303 
0.393 i . ~ . 

0.472 
0.494 
0.382 
0,416. 
0.348 
0.517 
0.562. 

. 0.618 
; 0.506 Tracks slipping 

0.494 

. 44 tee$ had_ been destroyed by. striking a single boulder. Und~r less severe cutting condi-
. tions ih f:rozen gravel the~e was no seriou~ deterioration aft~r 50 ft of c~tting, although the-· 

carbides showed sorrie wear and minor chipping_. . ' . 
. . . . 

In frozen.silt there was no significant wear, and it appeared that the teeth would)ast . 
indefinitely . 

. Results· of the traction tests are given· in_ Table X. 

GENERAL PEJ{FORMANCE 

. _ Both of the· saw~ teste4 i~. 1972 h~d good. ~apabiliti~s. for cutting fr~zen fme-grain~d 
·.soils (sUt~ sand, cl~y), and toothdura}lility seemed adequate for·these materials.·· Bq·th~- · 

p'lachines were capable ofcutting frozen gravel at useful r~tes; but 'Cl!ttei" dUrability was 
· judged to be completely inadequate· in this material . 

. _ _On. ~e ba~is ~f the limited tests tha(were .carJ1~~ out, the heaVier and more expensive . 
machine~ the T-600, demonstrated significantly hlglter capabilities than the lighter ES30. · 
It was able to cut to more than the rated maxirimm depth in both frozehsilt arid frozen . 
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gravel, whereas the ES30.could only achieve about 40% of its rated cutting depth in frozen 

gravel. When cutting at the same depth, the T-600 progressed about 80% faster than the 

ES30 in frozen gravel, and it was more than twice as fast in frozen silt. The installed power 
of the ES30 was only 80% of the installed power of the T -600, but this did not appear to 
be the limiting factor. The limitation seemed to be more a matter of force arid stability. 
The ES30 wheel, having opensegments cut in it, was obviously lighter than the T-600 
wheel, and while this probably made it more compatible with a light carrier vehicle it did 
reduce the desirable flywheel effect. 

The performance of the T-600 can be used to establish an interim standard of compari
son for sawing of frozen ground. At approximately 33 in. cut depth, traverse speeds range 

from 5 to 19ft/min in frozen silt and from 3.5 to 6.6 ft/min in frozen gravel, variations 

occurring with tooth condition and the strength of the frozen ground. In terms of 

volumetric excavation rate (i.e. cut width X cut depth X traverse speed), the range is from 

about 5 to 21 fe/min in frozen silt and 2 tb 5 ft 3 /min in frozen gravel. 

· CUTIER DURABILITY 

The bullet bits fitted to the 1972 machines did not have adequate durability. In frozen 

gravel the T-600 wore out a set of 130 teeth in 45 linear feet of cutting at 80% of maximum 

depth; this is roughly equivalent to one tooth per square foot ofsawcut, or nearly four 

teeth per cubic (oot of excavated material. According to operator reports, tl}e wear rate in 

hard-aggregate concrete can be as high as three teeth per square foot of sawcut, or about 
nine teeth per cubic foot of excavated material. Depending on the amount of tungsten 
carbide in the tip, teeth of this type typically cost $1.50 to $4 each ( 1973 prices) when · 

bought in bulk, so that the cost of sawing frozen gravel can be prohibitive. 

A bullet bit may be likened to a pencil, with the hard butbrittle carbide analogous to 
the lead of a pencil and the soft steel body corresponding to the wood of the pencil. The 
bit works well as long as the resultant cutting force is directed along its central axis, but 
when the cutting force is angled away from its axis the steel abrades and allows· the carbide 
to be snapped off in flexure. In other words,.it is well adapted to "stabbing," but vulnerable 
to side forces. Much of the research on rock-cutting tools (which tends to be done with 
ideal sharp tools) indicates that the normal and tangential components of cutting force are 
approximately equal, so that the resultant cutting force makes an angle of roughly 45° with 
the tangent to the tooth-tip trajectory, and bullet bits tend to be set accordingly. However, 
more obscure research investigations that take into a_ccount realistic tool wear indicate that 

the ratio of normal to tangential compsnents of cutting force increases as the bit wears, 

reaching values as high as 4 after a modest amount of cutting. Bullet bits are designed to 

avoid development of wear flats, their self-sharpening characteristics being provided by 
rotational symmetry and rotational freedom of the bit in jts socket. However, in actual 

operation bits often fail to rotate, even when the sockets are cleaned and greased frequently. 

In seeking an alternative to the bullet bit for the disc saw and for other experimental 

machines, six U.S. manufacturers of carbide-t~pped rock-cutting tools were cont~cted and 

their product ranges were considered. However, the industry is heavily committed to the 

production of bullet bits in varying shapes and sizes, and the available fixed drag bits · 

appeared to be mainly very small to.ols that lacked any kind of design sophistication. 
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Technical representatives of bit makers concentrated exclusively on bullet bits; and were 
reluctant to consider alternative designs. ·other developers of specialized machines have 
apparently experienced similar industry response. Since there was no domestic source for 
suitable manufactured teeth, and since special fabrication of experimental teeth would 
have been prohibitively expensive; new bits were purchased from a firm in England, where 
there are three manufacturers, of 1nining tools with highly varied product lines .. 

The riewbit was a Hoy bayonet pick, type 200/2/H3l44 (Fig .. 7). This tool is a sturdy 

parrot-beak pick with a high-impact carbide .. The gauge length (proj~cting length) is 2 in. 
and the width overall is 1 in .. The design relief angle is approximately 12°, but the tools 
supplied had a primary relief.angle of approximately 8° and a secondary relief angle on 
the carbide of approximately 18°. The design rake angle was approximately +6°, but on 
the tools supplied the rake angle was zero or very slightly negative. The carbide had a 
maximum width of 1 in., and maximum dimensions in the normal and tangential directions 

of0.75 in. and 0.5 in. respectively; A total of 60 bits were fitted to the wheel, replacing the 
130 bullet bits previously used. At time of purchase each bit cost $2.87, so that the cost 

of a complete replacement set ofteeth for the wheel was about equal to the lowest known 

cost for a setofbullet teeth, and about one-third of the cost for a set of high-priced bullet 

teeth. 

The cutting tests in road materials suggested that a set of the new teeth might have a 
working life two orders of magnitude higher than a set of bullet teeth, and the Vermeer 

dealer immediately reacted by obtaining a U.S. franchise for these tools. The tests in fro
zen gravel were not sufficiently protracted to establish wear rates, but they did demonst~ate 
the superior impact resistance of the new teeth and they suggested that wear life would . 

exceed that of the bullet teeth ·by more than a factor of 10. 

Frozen ground is highly variable, but in frozen gravel that h!}s few cobbles and no large 

boulders it might be expected that the T-600 wheel with the parrot-beak picks would have 

a wear rate of no more than 0.1 ~tooth per square foot of sawcut, or 0.4 tooth per cubic 

foot ofexcavated material. In monetary terms, this is equivalent to about 30 ¢/Jt2 (saw
cut area) and $1.10ift3 (excavated volume). In 1 hour of operation with actual cutting. 

goirig"on for-60% of the time, tooth costs might be around $140 in frozen gravel, so that 
total operating cost for the machine would be-dominated by tooth cost. 

TOOTH PA ITERNS 

Toc>th ·layout in 1972 

On both of the machines tested in 1972 the layout and spacing of the cutting teeth 
(Fig. 4, 5) seemed less than ideal. Apart from the question ofbit angle, which was. touched 

on above, some -teeth were set directly in the wake of others so that they were doing no 

work, while some teeth were having their sides scraped by uncut material. There was 

clearly uneven coverage of the cutting face, and the bits were being loaded unevenly. In 

considering the last point, it is instructive to consider the chipping depth of the teeth, i.e. 

the depth to which each tooth penetrates into uncut material during the course of its sweep 
through the work. 
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Chipping depth for 1972 ·Venneer teeth · 

In considering the effective depth ofbite taken by the· teeth, if is. somewhat difficul-t .to· 

. decide on the lni~ber of traclQflg c4tters. (n). · The 197Z Vermeer wheel was fitted with , ::. 
10identical p~rirrleter segments, and on each segrilent every tooth has adifferent setting ... 
However: on· each· side of each segment there were five gauge cutters, and there was very 
little differeiice.ln the setting of indiVidtial.ieeth for each of these groups. ·There were also 
three center' cutters on each segment, and again there was little difference in the setting of 
each individual tooth in these groups. The minimum vaiue that can be taken· for n is 10, 
but this is·.too low for most of the cutters. itw,:mld be more realistic to say n = 50'fotthe 
gauge cutters if they were all unifonrily spaced, but in fact there was a gap between each 
of the 10 groups. In the same way n = 30 would be realistic for the center cutters If they· 
were uniformly spaced, but theywere actually chimped at the leading'end of each segment. 

. This tooth arrangement means that thel~ad tooth in each gro\Jptook a relatively large 
bite, while the ones following in its wake took sn:.aller bites. ApproXinuite calculation of 
the bite taken py each type of tooth can be made by assu~fng the 'ro.llowfng values. 

Center-cutting teeth: · Lead tooth . - · 

Follower teeth 

·Gauge-cutting teeth: . Lead ·tooth 

Follower teeth 

Calculations will be made here for two cutting conditions: . 

Cutting depth d 

Wheel radius R 

Whe~l spe_ed f 

Traverse speed U 

28 in.· 

42 in. 

·20 rpm .. 

60 in./min 

n ~ 13 

n ~ 100 

n ~ 40 

.n~. 65-, '' 

(32 in~) · 

(42 iri.) 

(35 rpm)

(200 in:/min) 

The firs! set of values i~ supposed to represent cutting~ frozen gr;lyel, and tJ:te second .. 
set of values in parentheses represents cutting in froze~ silt. 

. . ' .·: •' ' . . ·-

The maximum chipping depth Qmax is given by*. 

- u d (2R ~- )Yz 
Qmax - fn X . R d 1 . 

and the calculated values are 

Center-cutting teeth: 

Gauge~ttlng teeth: 

Lead tooth 

Follower teeth 

· Lead tooth. . 

·Follower teeth 

· 0.22 in. (0.43 in.) 

0.028-in. (0.056 in.) 

0.071 in. (0.~4 in.) 

. o.o44 in. (o.o8s in.) 
. . 

These calctilati<ms lead to a nu~ber-of questions. First of all,it i's hard t~ see ~by the 
· teeth were se(Wtth an itreg~lar spacing when this results in uneven loading or. w_orldng of . 

the teeth. Secondly, when the machine was cutting frozen gravel or other strong materials 

. ... . . . . . 

• See Appendix A for derivation of this and other equ~tions used 'i.ri the discus~ion. 

! . 
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Left 

3.7" 

Chipping Sequence 

f = 35 rpm 
·· U = 120 in/min 

n= 10 

d=30 in 

R =43in 

Right 

Initial Gauge 

3.5" ·I 
Nominai·Gauge 

2 3in. 

a. Gauge block setting angles and 
tracks of pick tips 

Figure 11. Cutter arrangement for 1973 tests with Vermeer saw. 
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the chipping depth was very small for all teeth except the lead. teeth of the center-cutting 
groups. In principle, bite could be incre_ased by dropping the wheel.speed,but this pro
cedure on the Vermeer would result in unduly large bites by the widely spaced lead cutters 
of the center teeth, with consequent vibration. There is also a matter of vibration arising . 
from inhomogeneity of the material when·a "soft," orcompliant, device is run at low speed. 

If the bite is too small, the machine is grinding the rock instead of chipping iL Evert in . 

frozen silt, where the machine was traversing at fairly high speed, the· bite taken by the· 

follower teeth was small. 

Tooth laym1t in 1973 

. Original plaris for layout of the new teeth in 1973 called for a three-track arrangement 

with only center cutters and left and right gauge cutters. This seemed reasonable in light 

of research findings concernillg cutter spacing;but after discussion with the Vermeer qealer. 
it seemed safer to adopt the six-track arrangement shown in Figure 11. Nominal gauge was . 
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Chipping. Sequence 

~3~1~2~ f=35rpm; U=l2bin/min 
n=l2; d=30in.; R=43 in. 

::>,.,., ... ,.,., .... ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.{.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.{"!? 

Left Right 

~·~~ I :.'e · 

Inner · . !nne~ · · 

I 
I 

I I I r 
I I 

Outer Center Outer 

I 
I 

15" 15" 15" 15" I 

I 
I I 

16 16 16 16 

I 
r 

I I I 
I c 

I 

0 

I 

1
2

1 ! 1 I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 

I I 
I 

I 

I 

0 

~~ overcut 

I 

.= 
with new bits I 

I 

I 

I 

I I 
x3 I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

I I 

I I I 
I 

I I I 

I 
I I I 

I 

I 
x4 
I 

3.5" I I I 

I I I I 
I 

Block Width 

I 4"gauge 
(4 ~~· oauoe initially) 

I I I 

lsi I 

I 

I 
0 2 3in. 

I b. Tooth lacing 

a. Gauge block setting angles and 0 2 3 4 5in. 
tracks of pick tips I I I I I 

Figure 12. Modified cutter arrangement adopted after.1973 test season. 

reduced to 3.5 in., with an initial gauge (new picks) of 3. 7 in. Actual!y, a number of 
errors were made during the welding of pick blocks to the wheel rim sector plates, and 
some teeth were set out of sequence or at angles other than the planned ones. 

The test wheel and a copy were used by the machine dealer subsequent to the frozen 
ground tests, and on the basis of his experience in cutting concrete he recommended an 
increase of gauge and a change from a I 0-segment to a 12-segment arrangement (the latter 
change being largely for reasons of economy and convenience in stocking spares). The 
fivc-trackdesign shown in Figure 12 was then drawn up for the usc of the dealer, and it 
is believed that it proved satisfactory in concrete-cutting operations. 

Chipping depth for 1973 experimental teeth 

Ignoring the errors that were made in setting some teeth, the 197 3 test wheel had I 0 
tracking cutters (n = 1.0). Taking the same two sets of cutting conditions used in the 
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calculation of maximum chipping depth for the 1972 teeth, the. calculated values for t·he 
1973 arrangement are: 

All teeth 0.28 in.· (0.055 in.) 

However, the 1973 machine was geared higher than the 19.72 machine, and it was ~)perated 
,most effectively at ;the highest. wheel speed, i.e. 44 rpin. It was·also capable of somewhat 
greater operating depth. The cutting conditions for calculation can therefore be revised 
to: 

Cutting depth d 31 in. (3.3 in.) 

Wheel radius R 43 in. (43 in.) 

Wheel speed f 44 rpm ( 44 rpill) 

Traverse speed U 60 in./min (:~00 in./min) 

No. of tracking-cutters n 1() (10) 

With these changes the calculated vall.leS for maximum chipping depth in t,he two materials 
become: 

All teeth 0.13 in. (0.44 in.) 

For the five-track arrangement shown in Figur~ 12 the chipping depths are )0% lower, i.e. 
0.11 and 0.37 in. 

POWER AND SPECIFIC ENERGY 

Specific energy for sawing 

Power output of the machine divided by volumetric cutting rate gives the overall specific 
energy of the saw, i.e. the energy expended per unit volume of niaterial cut. With power 
expressed in in.-lbf/min and volumetric cutting rate expressed in in. 3 /min, specific energy 
is given in in.-lbf/in.3

, or lbf/in. 2 Averages of the overall specific energy values measured in 
1972 for the Vermeer are 8.8 X 103 lbf/in.2 for gravel and 2.2 X 103 lbf/in. 2 forsilt. 
Corresponding values from the I973 tests are 4. 7 X I 03 lbf/in. 2 for gravel and 1.8 X 103 

lbf/in. 2 for silt, i.e. improvements over the I972 results by about 50% and 20%. 

The above values give overall specific energy for the machine. The process specific 
energy for the saw itself is the actual net power consumed by the saw divided, by the 
volumetric cutting rate. Perhaps the simplest way of defining net power is to take the 
difference between the total power consumption for cutting and the "windmilling'' power 
for whirling the disc and propelling th'e machine. Windmilling power was not measured, 
but it can be roughly estimated: the belt and chain drive to the wheel probably dissipated 
about 10% of the available power, while the track drive system may have accounted for 
another 10%. Thus process specific energy values ought to be 20% or more lower than the 
values given above for overall specific energy. 

A dimensionless performance index for the cutting process can be obtained by normal
izing specific energy with respect to the uniaxial compressive strength of the material being 
cut (Mellor 1972). Taking average values of bulk compressive strength as ISOO and I 000 
lbf/in. 2 for the g~avel and silt respectively, and taking estimated values of net process 
specific energy, the performance indices for the I973 wheel are 2.5for gravel and I.4 for 
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silt. These are not particularly good values, as-very efficient rock drills-can get down to 

about 0.3, while the best modern tunnel boring machines can achieve values as low as 0.1 
under ideal conditions. However, it should be recognized that the value for frozen gravel _ 

is deceptive, in that it really represents a cert~in amount of rock cutting in material that 

could have compressive strength in the range 15,000 to 20,000 lbf/in.2 

Once a realistic value of specific en-~rgy has been determined for a disc saw in a certai~ 
kind of material it becomes possible to calculate the power requirements for any new saw 

after the performance specifications have been decided. The required power is simply the 

specific energy multiplied by the volumetric cutting rate. 

Specific energy for bulk excavation 

While the specific energy for sawing is not outstandingly attractive, a saw has the 

capability of achieving much better specific energy values for certain types of bulk excava

tion. If a saw is used to cut suitably spaced parallel kerfs, the intervening ribs of uncut 

· material can usually be broken otit with almost negligible energy consumption. If the width 

of the sawcut is w and the center-to-center spacing of adjacent kerfs is W, the effective 

specific energy for bulk excavation Ee is related to the specific energy for sawing £
5 

by 

in which the energy required for breaking off the uncut rib is neglected. There is, however, 

a practical limit to W, as the uncut rib has to be sufficiently narrow to snap ~ff easily and 

reliably at its base. To help determine an optimu·m value of W, some model tests were made 

with frozen silt (see Appendix B), and it was decided that a working value of (W- w)/d = 

0.5 could be adopted, where dis the depth of the sawcut. 

Taking w = 3.7 in. and d =:32 in. as rep-resentative values for the 1973 tests, W = 16 in. 

and effective values of specific energy for bulk excavation Ee could therefore have been: 

L' ~ 3~7 F 
e 19.7 ~s 

Taking overall values of E
5 

based on gross machine power 

for gravel 

/:' ~ 3·. 7 . X 1.8 X I 03 

e · 19.7 
3.38 X I 0 2 lbf/in. 2 for silt. 

Process values based on net cutting power could be taken as about 20% lower than the 

above values. 

These values of He arc fairly att!active, although they. are n~t yet competitive with the 

best values of specific energy that have been attained by large rippers working in favorable 

· conditions.· 
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TOOTH AND ·wHEEL FORCES 
-. . ,' ·- ' ·. . _-._ - . - : '. 

• .. :Forces acting ~on i•ndiv1d ual· cutting teeth. and~on -lhe cutting -wheel.as a whole.have pre-
.. viousty b~en :~mdlyzea ('..\~J;e.ricti~ 1\), ana~vatues.ror-the·\/;';~·~le·erA~w··~~~~be_estimatea . 

:fr6JT1 the-resulting equations: 

Resultant;tangentiai.force acting on the rhn ofthe disc 
- . - . . 

. ·· Wheel :torque ·can. be estima:ted from ihe shaft-power :~nd:the rotational s~eecL and Jron1 

=theotorque a -tangential rim Jorce F
1 

can,be :obtained. If.shaft.power is taken-as 80%-ofthe 

.ratedp?wer at:-:tile governed e~gine speed,Ft for a -~heel'sp_eed qf44.rpin.is2Q70 lbf. 

-_ - . ' 

. Tangential tooth '.forces 

• The .gross rim fo-rce Ft·iscdistributed among the worklng~cu,ttjn~teelh acco~_dingto,the 
htyout:of the teeth. on the wheel and-·to the ,positionsor-inffividuaLteeth rel;JtiVe. to.Jhe · 

.·work. The .. ma-ximum~time,averaged. value .of the tangential·t{)oth force,J_~max, 'is reached .· 

as· the -individual tooth takes its deepesCbite ·on ~exit -from ~the work.* Neglecting aiff~rences 
oftoading between gauge cutters .anq .center:cutters.,fi . ·.:for .the J973 ~wheel can-'b~ esti- .. 
. . . . , . '· · .. · .. -.max:·· . .·· ·. , ,_. . 

·. ina-ted ;as· 

f' . O.JJJF_t· ·. = 2_7 __ 5 ·_lb_f_. . -· :tm~~ 

- - . . . 

. -/;max.= 0..336 Fct · = "696 tbf 

· for d/R 0..75 ·: 

. ford/~ ':: ~n.'lS. 

·. ltshoutd·he n~ted thaltooth :fore~ increases as cutting nepth d~crea~es_ when fulLpower 

_ js being sup#lied to the .wheei {Ft 'has to be s~ared among-fewer:-tee}h at.s_maHer cutting . 

~ -dep.ths), so .that there -'is .n1ore .dan:ger orbreakin_g-teethwhen the wheekis n1~1<lng .shallow .. 

. cuts;t Caution rriigllt dictate a reduction :of.po.wt;r wheri :the::saw ,lS.SUITl]JTng•irlfor the start. 
ofa·r~ri-~ . . - . 
. ~ . . ' 

· Jtadial. tooth forces 

· ·'Wifhinlhe~nor:malrange qf.operatin;g conditicms, th..e•radial ¢oinponent;.o(toofhforce .. ·· 

cari~beta'ken as ,prop_ortioncd -to the .tangentiai.c-ornp~nent.at_·any:giveilM~~; __ .:_ifpe ratio 
··oTradialto.tangtmti~1Jorce co111po~entsK is-typicaUyaqout J-for~'a,·shar:p-~ew:pick witlr .. · 

., :adequat¢ -relief.angle,but it ~a~ iise .lo valuesas~htgh-: as4--whe·!l :the pickh.a~-~eco.I.ne bh~~ted. 
~by. wear .. · 

· Wheelaxle~forces 

.: :Th~~a~e-'rorce~ ori. the wheel cim be .. expresse~_as horizontalanci' ver-~jc~.f~compo~ents. 
:Hand ~v re_spectively .. ~ F~r a~given torque·-level,·H.and V deper1~ bn :the ~~lati~e -~utlingdepth 

-·. d/R an_d the,to~thdmracteristic K.>Some cakula~ed values ofH.an~ Yfot '\ipmillinf''lre·_ 
' .. ~v¢n in'Table X:t. . . -. ·- . · 

-.• * .Time"a~e~aged v~lues:ar~ 'probably ·realistic fori very w~~;liah~ cutling·sys·i~ni, b~t with-a hrigid;' 
.. systein_peak .forces.couldbe almost an order of· magnitude higher than the:111eanv.alues: · · · 
. :t 'T.hiSa_ssurjte~ a<co·m.pliallt:~ystelll andth~~poteritial todra:w;ftdi torque: . · · -
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Table XI. Estimated values of axle forces for various cutting conditions. 

. -.. ~ 

Relative Tooth Dimensionless Dimensionless Hfor V for 
cutting sharpness horizontal force vertical force Ft = 2070 Ft= 2070 

depth dfR · [actor K . · component HfFt component VfFt (lbf) . (lbf) 
.. . ~ ::~ :- -~ .... 

0.75 1.0 1.34 --o.09 27~0 -191 
0.75 2.0 2.06 0.53 4260 1100 
0.75 4.0 3.49 1.78 7230 3690· 
0.15 1.0 1.28 0.57 2650. 1180 
0.15 2.0 1.64 1.49 .. 3'390 3090 
0.15 4.0 2.35 3.34 4870 .6920 

The important things to note here are the change in relative importance of horlz~ntal 
and vertical components wfth cutting depth, and the general increase of force levels as the 
bits wear. When cutting deep with worn bits, the wheel has to exert a-high downthnist, 
and at the same time the-tracks have to provide high horizontal force~ According to 

Table X; track slip occurred on some surfaces (snow-covered ice) ·at a drawbar coefficient 
of 0.38. Taking a somewhat simplistic approach and subtracting the vertical axle-.force V 
from th~ ve_hicle weight to obtain an effective weight{i.e. neglecting the moment}, this 
means that' with v = 3690 lbf the vehicle could reach th'e limit of its tractive thrust' at 
6000 lbf, which is below the required horizontal thrust H = 7230 lbf. Thus the tractive 
capabilities of the vehicle could set aperforinarice liinifurider' some circumstances. 

It might be noted that the-operating practice ofincreasing wheel speed (!ieleCting higher 
gear) to smooth out jerky cutting ammmts to decreasing the value of Ft at full engine 
power, thereby lowering tooth and axle forces. · · · 

CONCLUSIONS 

A large disc saw :Jf adequate stre~gth.and rtgidity is cap~ble of cutting most !ypes of 

frozen soils at reasonably high rates when fitted with suitable teeth. This capability 
could be useful where precise control of excavations is necessary or desin1ble. s.ome _exist
ing commercial disc saws are satisfactory in general mechanical design, but the cutting teeth 
normally fitted are unsuhable ·for workin coarse frozen gravels, concrete with -hard aggregate, 
-~or other high strength materials. The latter problem has beenfullyovercome by develop-
-mertts at CRREL, although further optimization seems possible.-· hi terms ofperformance, 

.. energetics arid economics~ 'development of disc saw attachments for engineer· tractors might 

be justifiable. · 

On the basis of tests performed so far, process specific energy for sawi~g is aroun,d 4 X 
103 lbf/in.2 for well-bonded coarse frozen gravel, and around 1.5 X 1.03 lbf/lrl.l f~r well

bonded compact frozen silL Overall specific energy based on gross power depends on the 
· details of machine design, but for a .reasonably efficient' machine using a mechanical trans
mission, overall values would probably be 10% to 20% higher than the numbers given above. 
For bulk excavation by the kerf-and-rib technique, effective specific energy· can be-reduced 

appreciably; with a sawcut depth/width ratio of 8, effective specific energy is lower than 

the sawing energy by a factor of 5. 

. . ' .. .: : - .. ~/. ·. :-- .. :. . . ·:' .; .. 

~ 

_., .. 
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Existing commerical saws are capable of cutting slots 30 in. or more deep at linear speeds 
around 15 ft/min in frozen silt, and around 5 to 6 ft/minin frozen gravel. Performance 

· limits on cutting rate tend to be set by force limitations rather than by power inadequacies, 
and force levels are in turn strongly influenced by the design and condition ofthe cutting 
teeth. As the teeth ~re bl~rtted'by wear, the horizontalforce''fequii"~ments may exceed 
the tractive capabilities of the carrier ve~cle on certain kinds of running surfaces. 

· ·., : The.:st_!lndard cutting teeth used by ~11 makers of commercial saws at the time of the· 
i ·· CRREL''tesis ·gave acceptable cut.ting performance in terms of rate and specific energy, but 

their durability was judged to be completely unacceptable for work in frozen gravel. Wear 

rate in well-bonded coarse frozen gravel appeared to be equivalent to loss of a complete 
set of teeth in 40 ft 3 ~[cutting. M<;)difications developed at CRREL during the course of 
the test program produced a dramatic improvement in cutter cjurability, ·wear rate for the 
wheel dropping by a factor greater than 10, and possibly by a factor of lOO,w'ithout.any 

increase in cost. This development, which might be considered the major achievement of 
the project, brings cutter costs to a tolerable level, although cutter cost could still dominate 
the total machine operatfng cost for continuous working in coarse_ frozen gravel. 

If necessary, disc saw attachments for military engineer tractors could be developed. 
. . 

Operating characteristics, power requirements, and force levels are probably con1patible 
with an attachment mounting one or two discs and driving through a mechaniCal trans~ 
mission fromthe power takeoff of a crawler tractor that has hydraulic track drive. 
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APPENDIX A. REPRINT OF CRREL TECHNICALNOTE . . . .· . . . . . . . . . . . 

''MECHANICS OF TRANSVERSE ROJA:FION :cUTTING: DEVICE-S" . 

. . . 

The following docun1enrwa_s.-produced~during the course oftc~ts on: disc saws-and- milling 

d-rums in order to facilitate ~ata~analysfs and:-t"' provide a scheinc ftir syste.matic de~ign of 
new experimentar machines. tt ·has. now oeen superseded by a more- d'ctailed and'conlpre

hensive mec11anicar analysis-, but the latter is not }'et. ready for_ publication .·~nd thel·efore 

. the original work is-reprinted:to illustrat-e the thinkingcunderlying<the disc saw p.rogram. --
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MECHANICS OF TRANSVERSE-ROTATION.CliTTING DEVICES 

by 

· Malcolm 'Mellor, 
' •. 1 

Introduc tio'n. This note explores simple;basic'i:'elati'onships ·for the 

mechanics of rotary cutting de\Tices that ·advanc·e; or· traverse, in a. 

dire.ction that is.normal to the·axis of rotation. The immediate 

' ' ' 

motivation for the work arises from interest in the design and operation 

of di'sc saws arid rotary excavators for cutting· rock and frozen ground, 

but· the same principles ·apply to· a wide· range of cutting and--milling\. 

tools,' including cert~in types. o"f rotary snowplows. : The ·analysis does 

not attempt to cover the mechanics of devices tha·t' advance· in a.· direction 

parallel to the axis of rotation,· as in typical drills and full.- face 

tunnel boring machines. 

In the first-section, kinematic relations derived-from tool geometry 

and drum velocities are considered. In the second section some<simple· · 

dynamic relatio·ns are derived. In the third· section some relev·ant. energy 

and p·ower· co-nsiderations· are o\itlined. ! ..... 



KIN~EMATIC RELATIONS···-· . 

··-1. 

·Pe~ formance limii:s . for rotari- ·e~cavat:ors a.n·d ·tunnel bor_lng machine~ are 
. '· .. 

-connn<?hly ·set --by -Ciy.nami-c or -ei1er-ge.tl·c llmita.tions, but -~when such machines are 
' -:.:. ' ' . 

- - . . -. 

-working _-in r.elativel-y :weak :materials ·it· -is. quite. pos.sible _ .for performance 
. . .. . . . . . 

limi'ts •to. be ,s_et ~by ~kin-ematic. factors~ __ For ·examp·f£!,. at a ·.certain mine 
. . -. . 

visi·ted· by :the writer · a--borin:g .machine -was· a.:-c:t)icevi-n~ -hl.gh -dri-vi~g rates tn 
. . . - . 

. ci- rathe-r =we~k ro.cK, .b~ft' -the ~tit:t-ers -of )the macl)cine .·were . suffering. excess.ive 
. : . . . . 

wear; a ~simple c~lC:~Ja.tion ·~hawed -that the . inheren:t: 8~omet:ric .llm~ts :of ~:the 

machine -were ~beirtg exceeded, and consequen{:ly>'the wh.ole body of ·each clitte·r 

was :being ~forced- int:::o· uncut rock. The prima.r_y ··pur,p(;lse o'f this section is te 
. . . . . 

·examine- kinematic ore-1-at~-ohs .and· llmi:ts. -for -tt.ansyer~e..:rotation . cut:tirtg 
:· . . . . . . . . :·-. . ·- . ·. . . . 

machine-s.. The secol1da~y o.goaL ~is to --_explore. -the .effects- .of various tool 
·. . . . :. .. . . . .. . . . . . ,-._ 

ar-rangements on .the cu-t'tltl~ process·-. 
. . . 

-:. ' ·. . - . ·. - . . .. 

This ·analysis i·s. :ap.plicable to machine$ .tha:t have ,a -.cut·ter drum, -b~cke:t 
- -. - . . ·- . . 

wheel, or_ di$C saw that ~ot~tes about a hori-zon-taT axis -s~t normal to 'the · 

direct-ion o·f :t:rave1.-. T~e "dire-c.tJ.~n o:f rotat:ic:;n is. usually Such ~that :the 
. . . . - . . 

cutte-rs mov.e upw~rd on ,the _focya-ra fac~ .of :t~~ ·.aru111·.- In normal ·:operation· 
. . : - - . 

-the ·'l:>ase of the· ~drum is se:t -a£ ·some ·-fixed distanc·¢ belo~ base :fevel -of the . 

running wheels or ._tracks·,· and_the j~ac?ine:=ttavets' for-War.d ·as the .. drum ro•tcft~s.· 

• . ···.The f~rst .pr~bleril •is to (feve~~ ~eladonshi,psJ)etween maChine .travel Speed, 
-- ·. . . ·_. ... 

'. . - ·- . ·.-

' ~xcavation ·.rate, .drum speed, drum :41curi~l:er; .cutt~r re i;ght, cutt:e-r sp-acing.;' 

·. and' .cufting •.depth.: .. ·· 

··-1 
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Chip thickness or "depth of bite" 

Consider a cutting tool (drag bit) at position-A in :F{gure 1. The drum 

'-

is rot~ting at f revolutions-per unit time, arid if there are n cutters 

evenly spaced around the periphery at a given cross section, then the cutter 

at A will be replaced by the following cutter at the same angular position 

after a time interval of 1/fn. The whole_drum is moving forward horizontally 

at velocity U, and therefore in the time interval 1/fn it will move a 

horizontal distance U/fn.- Thus a cutter newly arriving at A will extend into 

uncut material a horizontal distance U/fn. The radial penetration into uncut 

material, i.e. the theoretical radial 'chip thickness ~' is 

u 
= 

fn 
sin 9 (1) 

and the maximum value of chip thickness for a given set of drum conditions is 

.f max 
u sin emax. 

u [' -1 . } = = sin cos (1 - d/R) _ 
fn fn 

u d (2: _ lr (2) = . fn R 

where d is cutting depth and R is overal drum radius (measured to cutter 

•1r 
tips).' 

In p~actice, m~ximum chipping depth ~ax is limited geometri~ally by 

the projecting length of the cutters (from the drum face or from broad-shanks), 

* This is really a simplification- -~or a. rapidly rotating· rnul ti-cuttet drum. 
A more exact ana:~ysis is obtained from consideration of tooth trajectories. 
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by the radial extent of carbide tips or hardfacing, or by some similar 

factor. If the maximum working extent of. the cutting tool in the radial 

direction is h, then a kinematic limit is set by the condition 

. ./max ~ h 

h "?- u sin ~os- 1 
(1 - d/R)1 fn 

or (3) 

h :;;: u . i . (z: - 1)~ fn 

Condition (3) is shown in dimensionless form in Figure 2, where 1_ /h . max 

is plotted against d/R with (U/fnh) as parameter. Since in ·normal practice 

d/R < 1.0, it can be seen that the kinematic limit for machine performance 

is only likely to be reached when U/fnh ~ 1.0. For example, if a machine 

is being run with its drum set to a cutting depth equal to 25% of the drum 

diameter, d/R = 0.5 and from condition (3) the l~miting value of U/fnh (for 

fmaxlh = 1.0) is 1.15. If f = 30 rev/min, n • 24 tracking cutters, h = 0.1 ft, 

the limit of forward speed set by kinematic factors is 83 ft/min. 

For one machine of current interest (the UMM Mark III planer) the 

following values might apply: f = 90 rev/min, R • 19.9 in., d = 9 in., 
max . max 

n = 3, ~ax = 0.5 in .. or 1.0 in. (dep.ending on the cutters used}. Thus, if 

there is adequate drum power, the maximum forward speed at maximum cutting 

depth is 16 ft/min or 32 ft/min, depending on which cutters are used. 
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Excavation rate as a function of cutting depth 

It is also interesting to consider the relation between maximum excavation 

rate and cutting depth. Excavation rate per unit drum width, V, is 

v = u d (4) 

The maximum excavation rate at any given cutting depth is given in dimension-

less !orm by 

= d 
R = 

= 

1 d 

sin fcos- 1 (1 - d/R)] . R 

(5) 

. 
where v1 is the volumetric ~xcavation rate at d = R. Eq (5) is plotted in 

Figure 3. 

Lateral tool settings 

On wide cutter drums, the· teeth are not usually set in straight lines 

along generators like the vanes of a paddle wheel, but fnstead they are set 

in helical patterns. One important reason for this is that serious·vibrations 

would be set up by simultaneous impact of a row of teeth. It can also be seen 

from a consideration of tooth trajectories that vibrations are caused by 

intermittent action. Another reason is that helical setting can provide 

scrolls for lateral transport of cuttings. However, from the standpoint of 

cutting efficiency it seems that one of the· most important_ reasons for 

staggering the teeth is formation.of an extra free face for breakage. 
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Suppose that m teeth are spaced uniformly across the width of a drum 

along on~ single wrap helix, and assume that the effective cutting width 

of one tooth is 1/m times the drum width. Since each tooth lags behind 

its neighbor, and the drum is moving .forward horizontally, the face of the 

cut will be stepped, with m-1 "steps," or new free faces, in the vertical 

plane. and along the direction of travel. If there is more than one single 

wrap helix on the drum, the first steps cut by one helix will be chipped 

away by the following helix while the last steps are still being cut, and 

thus the number of steps in existence at any given instant will be less 

than m-1. 

The time interval t 1 between successive passes of tracking cutters. 

through a given angular position e is: 

t 1 = 1/fn (6) 

(note that n can now be identified with the number of helices). The.time 

interval t 2 between passes of. diagonally adjacent· teeth through angular 

position.e is: 

.....e.._ = s tan oc 
2WR.f 271Rf 

(7) 

wh~re p is the peripheral distance between diagonally adjacent teeth, s is 

the lateral spacing between teeth, and oc. is the helix angle (measured from 

a generator of the drum surface).. If t1 = t2, no step will be formed; in 

general, the number of steps ip existence at any given time, N, is: 

N- = = 211R 
- 1 ns tanoc: 

(8) 
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A fractional. step means one smaller than the full step depth for .~ single 
·r I 

helix, white a negative result means that the steps form in the opposite 

direction from the steps formed by a single helix •. If the helices are 

"single wrap," i~e. each helix makes one complete revolution in the width 

of the drum, then 

(m ~ 1) s tan eX: ~ 2 '1rR. 

and. 

(m-1) 
n 

(9) 

(10) 

·More generally-,: if each helix makes· M revolutions in .the wfd.th···of the .drum 

N ~ ·(m-1) 
Mn 

~ .. 

... :'.'(11)' 

The approximation in ·these equalities relates to the exact disposition of 

the·outermost cutters. 

It seems important to design the drum so that there ·is always at least. 

one full step in the positive or.neg~tive direction; i.e. so that 

or 

(m-1) 
Mn 

2· R 
~...;;,;,..--,. 7? 1 
ns t:an 

(12). 

If one. or_more steps are formed~ the radial height of the· step between 

the tracks of' diagopally adjacent cutters 18 ~s .. · 

.·,t 
', 8 

.... · .. 

• '8 u 
2'mt f ' 

tanOC sin 9 
/ 
' '' 

<. 

·• 'J 

(13} 
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·It is probably desirable to have the step heigh-t at least equal to 

the chipping depth for the following tool (as given by eq. 1), i.e. 

or 

or 

s n tan oc 
2'rrR 

Mn 
m 

P' 1 

:;::::::-1 (14) 

It is also likely that there is an optimum ratio of step height to 

step width (step width is the effective cutting width for one tool, assumed 

here to be equal to the lateral tool spacing s). However, while step width 

is a constant for a given drum, step height varies with angular position of 

the tool, so that the ratio must vary from ze-ro at_9 = 0 to a maximum value 

at 8? cos- 1 {1- d/R). Since brittle materials tend to break into equant 

fragments, an intuitive guess might be that step height should be approximately 

equal to step width, i.e . .f's ~s. This condition -satisfies the requirement 

for minimum specific surface is s is allowed to vary (in the design stage) 

so as to keep the swept volume for each tooth cons-tant (the consideration 

changes if s is fixed). If it is assumed that~ =./, and also that the 

.maximum values of j or jJ should be greater than or equal to s, then e·q. (2) . s 

gives the condition 

L.. 
u sin \cos- 1 (1 - d/R)] s 
fn -

or u d 1)~ (15) 
s ~ . (2R _ 

fn R d . 
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Comparing condition (15) with condition (3), and recognizing that it is 

unlikely that h would be greater than s, it appears that compatibility is 

most easily established by taking h = s (a result that can be deduced directly 

from the assumption that step height equals step width)._ Thus it seems that, 

for a suitably designed drum, maximum traverse speed is .al~o optimum traverse· 

speed for most efficient cutting, and the applicable criterion is 

s = h = = U ~ (ZR _ 1\~ 
fn · R · d / 

(16) 

Eq. (16) is plotted in dimensionless form in Figure 4. 

When cutting tools·are arranged on a drum in helical patterns, one-way 

wrapping of the helices will almost certainly give rise to a net lateral 

force on the drum, and this will have to be resisted by the drum mountings 

and the carrying machine. The cutting tools will also tend to wear prefer-

entially on one side. If there is a continuous web between pick boxes, the 

~elices will transport cutting~ to one side of the drum and there will be 

a concentration gradient across the width of the drum. For all of these 

reasons it seems desirable to consider setting the cutting tools in chevron 

patterns, i.e. along two sets of helices wrapping in opposite directions 

from the center section of the drum. In this way there would be zero 

lateral force, cutters could be interchanged periodically to balance the 

wear, and material could be transported laterally over a shorter distance, 

either to both sides of the drum or to the center. 
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Tooth tr.a lectories 
t ·n-

In-calculating chipping_depth as a function ofangulaJ: position it_is 

conveniept to: u·se an orig_in o_f._c;9ordinates that moves. horizontally with:the 
. . . 

If the trajectory of- each tooth·relative-to-the rock 
. . 

is of interest, then the- origi.n must· be· fixed relative to the :ro~k.· 
,··.'' 

Consider the mot;ion_ of a single tooth ~f~er- it enters the work at &' 

point directly bene~th the axle· of the wheel. Take as orig_in· t~e point: Qn 

the rock where the tooth starts it~ sweep. through .the wotk~ Afte·r the ·wheel 
•' . . . : . .... . . 

. . . 

has rotated through ,ri angular 4i~tari.ce 9,' the too.th has pr()gressed vettically 
·. . . . ' _' ': ··:_·. .·. _··. . . ·:···. 

th~ough a distance R(l-cos :9), and· has progressed horizontally a ~istance 

(U 9/~ + R sin 9), where eQ (= 2 'rff) is the_ angular_ velocity of the rotoJ;'. 

If the upmilling rotor is more than axle 4eep -~n. the work, i.e~ d/R')'.l and 
. . 

0 . . . . ' .. ' . . . . . -
9 >90, the value of R sin 9 decreases progressively·a~ 9'iricreasea:-i~ the · 

second 'quadrant. Horizontal e~tent. ~f the _tooth traj.ec_tory reaches::·,·maximum 
. . 

when cos 9 = -U/(.()R, and the trajectory starts i:oloop back against the-
. . . . 

·machine's traverse direction when tVR cos-9 is numerically .greater than·U. 
- . . 

If the wheel is ciiinb millfng, i.e·'., rotating· in the opposite sen$ e. ·to~ that 
. ·. . . .. · .' 

shown in Fig. 1, and. d/R -<.·1, theri: thE! .. tooth . traJectory is the ~&me as the 

last part C?f the tr~Jecto~ry fat. -~n upmilling rotor with -d/R • 2 (~lot. milling); 

if the . point of el!:i t •. is . l:a~en'' lis ~rig ill, ··the·. upi&i l.Iing expre sa ions holcl. with 
. -

(180° - 9) substituted· fot .e.···<The· ·ettuatio~::,ot.the· locus for the tooth tip 
- - .-· '. ~ ' . 

y ~- ~(1 - cos 9) 
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Fig. 5 shows tooth trajectories for a range of values of U/2 71'fR, for 

both, upmilling and climb milling. When the value of U/2 '!rf -is high, the tooth 

tends to make a long forward ·sweep, but when U/2 'fff. is small ·the tooth comes 

close to sweepingthrough a circular arc. Typical values of U/2/T'fR for 

rock-cutting machines are in the range 0.0~ to 0.1, so that the .tooth sweep 

is almost circular.· 

If 9max .) 2 'fr/n a complete tooth trajectory can be traced out by a 

working cut, but it 9max <: 2 'tr/n the trace left by one tooth is being cut by 

the next tooth before the complete sweep is finished. It is easy··to see that 

serious vibrations would be set up with 9max ~2 'li/n if some damping arl:"ange

ments were not made. · Probably the simplest way of smoothing out_ these potential 

vibrations· is to set laterally adjacent ~utters along helical paths~ 

Tooth relief angl~s 

When a tooth i~ cutting the surface left by th~ pre~ious tooth pass it 

follows a path that is not perfectly parallel with the surface to be cut. 

This effect can be seen by taking two identical tooth trajectories from Fig. 5 

and setting them apart by a horizontal distance eq~ivalent to the ·:horizontal 

travel of the machine in the time taken for successive passes of tr~cking 

* teeth throu-gh the same aQgular position. If the shoulder. of the cutting 

tool behind the cutting edge is exactly tangential, it will grind against 

uncut material and impede penetration of thecutting edge. Thus the shoulder 

* This exercise illustrates a theoretical shortcoming of eq (1), ·as it shows 
that/ is finite at 9 = 0 and 9 = 180°. 
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behind the cutting edge is usually cut back to give a relief angle, or 

clearance angle, that keeps it clear of uncut material .. 

The minimum or theoretical relief angle ,;J is given by the difference 

between the slope of the tooth trajectory and the slope of the tangent to 

the rotor. The slope of the tooth trajectory is obtained from eq. (17): 

~ 
dx 

= sin 9 (18) 
U/RW +cos 9 

and therefore 

-1 [ sin 9 9 - tan U/RW + cos (19) 

The critical value of ~ where (1 reaches its maximum value for the swing, 

given by a/ld B = 0, is cos- 1 (-U/RW). This is in the second quadrant, 

and is never reached when d <. R. If d ~ R, the maximum value of ;J occurs 

at 0 , i.e. 8 = cos-1 (1 - d/R). The following are maximum values of ~: max ;v 
Maximum for complete 180° cut ;5 = cos- 1 (-U/RW) - 'fT/2 (20a) 

/ 
= 8.max - tan-1 ~ sin 8 1 Maximum when d R u/R w·+ -~~~ g.... . {20b) 

max 

in which 8max = cos- 1(1- d/R). 

An example can be worked for the cutting drum considered in the discussion 

of chip thickness, i.e. taking f = 90 rev/min, R = 19.9 in~, d = 9· in., max 

and U = 32 ft/min. With these values the minimum required clearance angle 

is 1.6°, to which should be added a further allowance for irregular chipping 

and intermittent tooth penetration. The machine is actually built with a 7~0 

clearance angle. 
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II. S~LE DYNAMIC RELATIONS 

In the preceding section, kinematic relations pertaining to design and 

operationof drum cutters and disc saws/were·developed. It is also important 

to co~sider the dynamics of these rotary tools, since tool force usually 

', 
sets the upper limit for the strength of material that ·can., be cut economically. 

Instrumentation of cutting teeth to provide force data is awkward and expensive, 

since some telemetry is usually required. However, a few useful relations can 

* be.developed from very simple dynamic considerations. 

Torgue Resistance 

The main requirement is for estimates of time~averaged tool forces, 

and their variation with cutting depth, tooth spacing, etc. Other require~ 

ments :i,.nclude investigation of the forces acting on the axle of the drum or 

wheel. 

The torque of a wheel or drum has an upper limit, the stall torque, Tmax' 

which may be preset by some torque-limiting device on the machine. The 

absolute upper limit of Tmax is set by the peak power of the drive, Pmax' 

and the agular velocity of the wheel or drum, 

T ·max = 
p 
max (21) . 

T can also be expressed in terms ·of the maximum time-averaged value of max 

* A paper on the cutting of rock or frozen soil with disc saws has been 
published by N~lezny (1971), but since its results are based. on unconfi~ed 
assumptions concerning the fundamental cutting mechanism a simpler approach 
is followed here. , 
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the resultant tangential force acting on the active segment of the periphery 

of the wheel or drum (Ft): 

T = Ft R max (22) 

where R is the radius of the wheel or drum (see Fig.l-1). Hence, Ft can be 

written as: 

Ft. = 
K p 

max 
WR 

K P max 
2 'trN R 

(23) 

where N is the whe~l or drum speed in revolutions per unit-time and K is a 

factor which-gives the percentage of peak power at.which stall occurs. 

To get an ideas of actual magnitudes, calculations can be made for some 

machines that have been used in recent tests. For the Vermeer saw, P max 

can be taken as 78 horsepower, N as 20 rev/min (3rd gear), and R as 3.5 ft. 

For purposes of illustration, K can be taken as 0.6, i.e. stall at 60% of 

installed power, since some of the installed power is used for vehicle 

propulsion and there are losses in drive trains. Thus, 

= 0.6 X 78 X 3.3 X 104 

2'11'x20x3.5 
= 3,510 lbf 

On some tests of the UMM Mark III planer, limiting drum torque was measured 

from the hydraulic circuits as 9,400 lbf-ft with a drum of 1.64 ft radius. 

This i~dicates a value of Ft = 5,730 lbf. 

The next step is to estimate how Ft is shared among the teeth that are 

cutting. 
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Tooth Forces arid Axle Forces 

As a first approximation, assume that the active teeth are all equally 

loaded, i.e. the tangential loading of each tooth remains constant throughout 

its active. swe.ep. The length: of the active perimeter that is involved in 

cutting, S, is-determined by the drum radius Rand the cutting -depth d: 

s = R cos~ 1 (1 - d/R) (24) 

If all-'active teeth are equally loaded, the distributioil.of Ft over the 

active segment is 

= 
K p .. 

max 
(25) 

If· ther·e are n tracking cutters on the· drum or wheel, and tangential force 
' . 

is uniformly distributed across the width, the maxi~um value of the .time-

averaged tangent'ial force per cutter, ft, is 

2 )TFt 
= 

m· n cos-1 (1 - d/R) 
(26) 

m.n R N cos-! (1 - d/R) 

where m is the number of rings of tracking cutters set across the width 

of the drum or wheel (f.e. mn is usually equal to the total number of useful 

cutters on the srum or wheel). There is a restriction on eq. (26) for wide 

cutter spacing and shallow cutting depth, i.e. 
·. I 1 

2 ·tr/mn ~co~- (1 - d/R). 

From eq. (26) it-can be·seen that. the peak (stall)· load per cutter 

decreases as the cutting depth increases, and also decreases as the number 

of cutters on the wheel or drum increases. Actually, it·is somewhat 

unrealistic to assum~.that all cutters are uniformly loaded, but the resulting 
l. 
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calculation is so simple that it provides a reliable estimate.o{ the general. 

magnitude·of tooth forces. The next step irt calculation is to account ~or 

systematic variation of tangential tooth force·through the.length of the 

·working stroke. 

For· the second approximation, ignore· the high frequency repetitive· 

force fluctuations that correspond to discrete chipping stages in the c~tting 

sequence, and consider only the systematic variation of tangential force 

with position in the active sector. It will be assumed that tangential tooth 

force is directly proportional to chip thickness at any giveri cutting stage. 

Since there is virtually no radial, or normal, stress on the uncut material, 

this is equivalent to assuming that th~ area of shear surface for each chip 

is proportional to chip thickness, which is merely anexpression of geometric 

similitude fo~ a· two-dimensional situation. The assumption is supported by 

test data by Barker (196q), who tested full size picks in ~andstone. 

In the preceding section, where kinematic relations were analy~ed, it 

was shown that an "upcutting" wheel or drum takes a bite that increases the 

chip thickness from zero at point of entry to a maximum at point of exit 

(provided that cutting depth is less than the wheel radius, as is usually 

the case). Thus, under the current assumption, tangential· tooth force ft' 

would vary from zero at point of entry to·a maximum at point o~ exit, with 

ft' proportional to sin 9 at intervening positions.. Wh.en tangential force 

is averaged across t:he width of the drum or wheel, tangential force per unit 

angle, Ptr is proportional to sin 9, and the proportionality constant is 
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The _value of Pr can be determined by integrating Pt with 
-max 

respect to Q from 0 to Qmax and setting the result equ~l· to Ft: 

F. = ptmax/sin Qmax 
/max sin Q dQ 

t 

0 

Ptntax 
(1 - 9max) (2R/d -~ 

(27) = cos = p~ax - 1) 
sfn Qmax 

In considering the distribution of Pt among the cutting teeth, the tooth 

pattern has to be taken into account. If adjacent rings of tracking cutters 

are stagg~red relative to each other, they can be considered as equivalent 

to a single tracking ring provided that there is uniform angular spacing 

between the teeth. Rings of tracking cutters that run parallel with 

synchronous teeth (i.e. teeth in different rings lie along common generators) 

can be assumed to share the tangential force equally. For these reaspns, 

Ft is assumed to be partitioned between m' equivalent rings of parallel 

cutters, where m~ is an integer·representing the number of lateral repetitions 

of synchronous teeth. If there are n cutters in each equivalent ring, one 

cutter accounts for an angular distance of 2 )r/n, and the maximum value of 

ft' is achieved during the final cut from (Qmax- 2~/n) to Qmax= 

f r Ptmax 
tmax = m1sin 9max S

~ax 

sin Q ·dQ 

<9max-2 )r/n) . 

= P:,ax Fos Qmax. (cos 2l1tn-l)+sin2'm'n] 

Ft [, = ;e ~R/d- l)(cos2~n-l) + (ZR/d-1)\ sin2}1'/n J (28) 

Eq. (28) can only be applied when Qmax ~2'Tf'/n, .i.e. when d/R:;, (1 - cos2n1n). 
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This is because the equation does not account for intermittent tooth contact. 

Figure 6 gives the trends of eq. (28) in dimensionless form. 

Even before any numerical results. are calculated, eq. (26) and eq~ (28) 

have some_interesting implications. Of_particular interest is the indication 

that teeth are most vulnerable at shallow cutting depths, where the entire 

stall torque can be thrown on to one tooth if the _material being worked is 

sufficiently resistant. By contrast, when the drum or wheel is cutting deep, 

the torque resistance is_ shared by many teeth. This is perhaps only a connnon-

sense deduction, but it does conflict with the intuition of some equipment 

operators, who are afraid that deep cutting will be more likely to damage 

the equipment. While there could be other practical considerations, such as 

bearing problems or drive-train weaknesses, practical experience tends to 

support the view that ·cutting teeth are most vulnerable in shallow cuts 

(in tests with the Vermeer saw, tooth breakage was most severe in the shallowest 

cut). The practical lesson is that a drtim or wheel working in strong material 

should "sump-in" under reduced power; full power can be applied when the wheel 

has been sunk to adequate depth. 

Actual tooth loadings depend on the resistance of the material, the 

radius of the drum, the cutting depth, and the number of teeth. Some idea 

of relative magnitudes can be_gained from Figure 6. To get some idea of 

absolute values, assume that .a disc saw of 3.5 ft radius has 100 teeth 

arranged in a staggered pattern that effectively forms a single ring (m' = 1). 

If the saw is cutting at 6 in. depth, R/d = 7 and so the maximum tangential 

for·ce· on a tooth, ft-' , is 21.5% of the tangential stall force, Ft, which 
- -max 



might be about 3500 lbf for a saw like the Vermeer. Thus f~ . could be 
-max 

about ·750 lbf. 
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As another refinement to the-analysis, it would be desirable to consider 

the- high -frequency force fluctuations, that occur as discrete· chips are 

formed in brittle material. Barker (1964) looked at this question expe ri-

mentally_, and found that when cutting sandstone· at constant chipping depth 

with heavy picks the ratio of peak tangential force to mean tangential force 

had values of 6.2 and 7~7 for two diffe~ent pick designs. Thus, in the 

nu~erical .example give~ above, the transient peak force reached during chipping· 

pulsations might be about 7' times. higher than the mean maximum value, i.e. the 

absolute peak force could be 5250 lbf. 

Other forces that are ofinterest are the radial components of tooth. 

forces, and the horizontal and vertical components of the force on the axle 

of the wheel or drum. , To make a simple investigation of these forces, 

~nother assumption is introduced. This new assumption is that the ratio of 

radial and tangentfal components of tooth force remains constant through9ut 

·the working stroke, i.e. the ratio is independent of chip depth for the range 

of chip depths considered. From the results of Barker (1964), thi~ .assumption 

appears to be justified for chip depths up to 0.5 in. when V-face picks and 

chisel picks are cutting rock. 

On each angular increment of the cutting perimeter the~e acts a force 

that can be resolved tangentially and radially and expressed as: 

Tangential = 

Radial Pr de ·= 

K1 sine de. 

K2 sine de 
} (29) 
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where Kl = Pt-. /sin 9max' and K2/K1 is the ratio of radial to tangential 
-max 

force. The incremental forces can also be resolved horizontally and 

vertically and sUtmned to give the horizontal and vertical components of the 

force on. the axle of the wheel or drum: 

0 
(30) 

Evaluating the integrals, substituting for K1 from eq. (27), and denoting 

. H = 

(31) 

v (l-d/R)(2R/d-1) 2
· 

[ 

1: 

-1 ' in which em= cos (1-d/R). The trends of eq. (31) are shown in Figure~ 

for twb different values of K3• 

It appears that for an upmilling wheel or drum the horizontal axle force 

H varies within fairly narrow limits as d/R varies. The vertical axle force 

V decreases continuously as cutting depth increases, and it becomes ~egative 

when a certain cutting depth is reached. This is a very interesting feature, 

as it means that, for a given value of K3 , there is a value of d/R at which 

no vertical thrust or reaction is requiredD It might be mentioned that ih 
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some tests -with the UMM Mark ;I:II Planer, the-operator reported that he had_ 

reversed thrust on the vertical travel actuators when_ the 19.5 in. diamet~r 

drum was set· at a depth of 9 in. (i.e. d/R = 0~46). 

For a wheel or drt,Im that is climb milling, the horizontal f_orce ~s, a 

forward driving force rather than a resistance.when d,._/R i~ less than about 

0.64. ·At greater drum depths the horizontal force is .a resi$tance to 

forward motion. In climb milling the vertical force is always -po~itive, 

and comparable in magnitude to the horizontal forces that ~reexperienced-

in upmil fing. 

·According to the assumptions made here, the time-aver;aged values of 

radial tooth fo1;ces are proportional to the-corresponding _tangential forces, 

K3 being the proportionality constant. Barker (1964) measured peak radial* 

forces relative to time-averaged radial forces, finding ratios of 4,7 and 

6.2 for different pick designs. 

The tooth· force-calculations for the disc saw example considered in the 

discussion of tangential .tooth forces' can now be completed. . If. the maximum 

value-of time~averaged·tangential force is 750 lbf, the corresponding radtal 

component is K3 x 750 lb.f, where .K3 might have values between 0.7 and 1.0. 

Taking 5.5 as the-ratio of peak fluctuating force to time-averaged force 

for the radial direction, the absolute peak values for :radial· :force would 

be K3 x 5.5 x 750 lbf, i.e. K3 x 4125 lbf. The time-averaged resultp,nt force 

is 1060 ·lbf for K3 = 1, and 915 lbf for K3 = 0,. 7. .The absolut'e peak resultant 

* Due to a difference in terminology, these were called normal forces in 
Barker's paper. 
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force is 6680 lbf .for K
3 

·=·1, and 5990.lbf for K3 = 0.7, assuming that·p~ak 

values of radial and tangential components coincide. These are very_ substantial 

forces, but they are well within the range of forces that heavy picks with-

stood during ·Barker's experiments. 

The va_lue of the horizontal force His important in deterininingthe 

traction requirements for the carrier vehicle. On a firm surface, where 

the tracks or wheels of the carrier vehicle do not sink appreciably, most: 

of the external tractive resistance is imposed by the-cutter unit. According 

to the analysis made here, the maximum horizontal cutter resistance for a 

machine like the Vermeer T-600-might be around 5000 lbf (assuming stall at 

60% of installed power). -This machine weighs nearly 17·,000 lbf, and on 

favorable·ground (firm but penetrable by grousers) it ~ight have a maximum 

drawbar coefficient of about 0.4, i.e. it might be able to overcome. a 

horizontal resistance of 6800 lbf. However, on icy, muddy, or other unfavor

able surfaces the drawbar coefficient would drop c.onsiderahly, and performance 

would then necessarily· be limited by. vehicle traction. ·This' kind of problem 

is likely to be more acute with carriers that run on whe.els rather than· 

tracks .. 
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III. ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS 

Power Distribution 

A rotary· cutter s'uch as a disc saw or a milling drum consumes· energy 

in overcoming torque resistance, and the power required t~ supply ~his 

energy, PR' is 

= TW = F RW = t = (32) 

where T is the torque on the wheel or drum, ~is angular. velocity, R is 

the.radius of drum or wheel, N is the number of revolutions per unit time, 

Ft.is the resultant tangential force on the perimeter of the wheel or drum, 

and UR is linear tool speed. If there. is an independent drive on the whe.el 

or drum, PR can be measured or estimated· from the power of the drive. 

Energy is also required to move the rotary unit forward horizontally 

against a resist(;lnce. The power required to furnish this energy, PH, is 

= = (33) 

·where H, the horizontal resistance, is .the horizontal component of ·force 

acting on t~e axle. of the wheel or drum, UH is the. horizontal advance speed 

of the machine. In the previous section it was shown that H =Ft. C/J(d/R), 

and the function C/J(d/R) was derived and plotted. 

It is interesting to know how power is partitioned between the rotary 

drive and the horizontal thrust: 

= 0 (d/R) (34) 
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Values of 0 (d/R) are given in Fig. 1 of Section II; representative values 
.for Qo'\ "'f""';\\\ .. ,4 r•-tot". 

for d/R < 1 might lie in the range 1.15 to 1. 35k Tool speed UR is typically 

in the range 300 to 900 ft/min for drag bits, while traverse s,peed UH is 

typically in the range 2 to 20 ft/min. Thus PH is likely to be less than 

9% of pR. 

There are other resistance forces that have to be overcome by the 

·carrier vehicle, whether the rotary_ unit is cutting or not. The first is 

the ·internal rolling resistance of the vehicle, i.e. the-resistance that 

would be measured in towing the vehicle on a hard surface. For a tracked 

vehicle in ordinary working condition (some dirt in the tracks),- a resistance 

coefficient of 0.1 is probably realistic, while for a wheeled vehicle the 

c orresponding value is probably about 0.02. The power needed· to meet this 

resistance, P1 , is 

= (35) 

where Cr is the resistance and W is the gross weight of the vehicle. For a 

17,000 lbf weight tracked vehicle traveling at 20 ftimin, 1 horsepower is 

needed to overcome the rolling resistance, and this is not likely to be much 

over 1% of the installed power~ 

If the vehicle carrying the rotary unit has to climb, or to overcome 

sinkage resistance in soft ground, then additional power demands are made. 

The power required for slope climbing can be· calculated by .substituting 

into Eq. (35) the ~ine of the slope angle for Cr. For the example just 

worked, the same result would be given by having the machine climb a 6° 

slope. 
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The effective resistance created by soft ground is much more variable and 

complicat.ed to assess, but if cutting equipment is being used on the surface 

layers it seems reasonable to assume that the ground will be firm. 

Efficiency 

The specific energy of a rotary cutting unit, Es' can be expressed as 

the energy u.sed to cut unit volume of material, which is equ~valent to 

power consumption PR divided by volumetric. excavation V: 

. (36) = 
v 

• 3 
When consistent units are adopted, e.g. PR in ft-lbf/min and V in ft /min, 

the resulti~g value of Es has the dimension of a stress, e.g. ft-lbf/ft3 = lbf/ft2• 

·.It is to be expected that Es will vary with the properties of the ritaterial 

that is being cut, and some·method for taking account of material properties 

is required. In· the fields of rock drilling and tunnel boring it has been 
I 

found that there is a good correlation between specific energy consumption 

fqr a given cutting process and the uniaxial compressive strength of the 

material being cut, and so there has arisen a practice of normalizing 

specific energy with respect to compressive strength. A rationale for this 
', 

empirical procedure has been given by Mellor (1972). Thus a dimensionless 

performance index I can be expressed as 
p. 

I = E /cr p s c 
(37) 

where ~c is the uniaxial strength of the material being cut. It should be 
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understood that Ip is not a highly ~_xact number that can be used for close 

critical comparisons of machines and processes, but rather a broad index 

that is useful in making performance estimates and general comparisons •. 

Low values of I indicate high efficiency in a machine or a cutting 
p 

process. In rock drilling and in laboratory rock cutting tests, values of 

Ip of the order of 0.3 are regarded as very good. Modern tunnel boring machines 

sometimes achieve slightly better values that approach 0.1. 

Some care has to be taken in calculating and interpreting values of Ip. 

In eq. (36), only PR is used as input power, whereas PH should also be used 

for an exact calculation or in cases where high traverse rates prevail. 

Sometimes,values of Es are calculated on the basis of total machine power 

rather than power utiltzed for cutting, and this inflates the values ;of Es 

and Ip. Major problems can arise if inappropriate values are taken for O"'c· 

Poor·testing technique and inadequate sampling procedures often result in 

incorrect values forcrc. Furthermore, the bulk strength of some materials 

is an unsuitable strength index; e.g. when small cutters are working in a 

coarse conglOmerate they tendto be affected more by the strength of the 

cobbles than the overall strength of the rock, which may be only weakly 

cemented. 
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Figure 7. Dimensionless plot of horizontal and 
vertical components of axle force. 

A - UpmiZZing, K3 1.-0, H/F t 
B - Upmilling, K3 = 1.0; V/Ft 
C- Upmilling, K3 = 0.7, H/Ft 
D - Upmilling, K3 = 0.·7, V/Ft 
E - Climb milling, K3 -- 1.0, H/Ft 
F - Climb milling, K3 = 1. 0, V/Ft · 
G- Climb milling, K3 = 0.7, H/Ft 
H-- Climb milling, K3 = 0.7, V/Ft 

H is positive when thrust applied by machine is 
in direction of travel. V is positive when thrust 
applied by machine is downward. 
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APPENDIX B. MODEL TESTS ONKERF-AND;.RfBEXCAVATION. 

There are a number of rule-of-thumb guides covering the deptluind spacing ofadjacent · 
· cuts when kerf~and-rib breakage is being used in rock, b':'t some siniple model tests were 

made in order to check the required geometry. 

The models were made by casting biocks of frozen silt in mould boxes, using spacer 
strips to form slots at various spaeings. The· silt was compacted by -vibration while still dry, 

distilled water was. added to bring it to saturation water content, and the block was frozen 

at -l0°C. Each ofthe slotswas 3 in. deep andcO.J75 in. wide, giving a: l/10 scale model of 

a typical sawcut. Ribs between the slots had widths of 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 3.0 in. T:he blocks 

were brought temporarily to -l°C to relax any possible freezingsfrains, and were then 
cooled-slowly backto -l0°C for testing. 

Each rib was broken by applying an impulsive force along one top edge' in a direction 
approximately parallel to the surface plane. A strip of aluminum, 0.5; in. X Jin~ -in cross 

section, was set in contact with· the edge of the rib, and the mid-point of the aluminum bar 
was then struck by a swinging hammer·-

. . . . -

The l.O- and: 1.5-in.-wide ribs broke consistentlyat·tJte base. The 2-.0~in.~wide ribs some

times broke at, the base, but sonietimes broke along planes incfined up· from the base. The 
3-in.-wide ribs never broke· cleanly at the base. 

'fhese crude tests indicated: that a width/d-epth ratio of0.5 was about the maximum 
value for consistent breakage along the baseof the rib. 




